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Thread starter dc2turbo Start date Sep 7, FlashPro firmware updated to version [ CRV] Added
support for 5PA-C65 Canada [ Turbo Civic] Added boost by gear limit table Note that CVT
transmissions will be damaged by either 'power braking' at any torque level holding the vehicle
on the brake while opening the throttle pedal or by increasing the torque past about nM. Last
edited: Sep 7, With this new update, it will allow you to run more boost. If you want to push it
pass the factory TQ limit. I have been running psi for about weeks. More info will be posted
later. Rennokas Member. DeVries Yee Yee. What tq limit are you running right now? Are you
tuning this yourself? What all did you change to increase boost? Rennokas said:. DeVries said:.
Holy fuck, that's a difference. I didn't realize it would be that much of a significant jump but it is.
Mastergee Member. Thanks for this. When i look into flashpro manager, for my Car Version,17
Touring cvt canada, there is no option for tc max boost pa IAT. Have any idea how i get those
without choosing another calibration? Would love to try out your calibration. Mastergee said:.
Want to send me that tune for mine? I will get the calibration soon. You will most likely have to
import the tables into yours. I don't want to make a calibration for each country and model. Im

confused. Edit :Never mind, derp.. Last edited: Sep 10, VitViper Senior Member. How can you
run the turbo at 24psi and not exceed the torque limit? You must log in or register to reply here.
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like the powder coated panels, nice touch for a exposed ecu. Worked perfectly on first try. This
allows a whole new tune to be created. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by:
iicloverx3. Runs my motor just can't wait to get it tuned. Verified purchase: Yes Condition:
pre-owned Sold by: just-wing-n-it. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: vinylxpert.
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Information Condition:. Read more. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist
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accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. The Hondata S V1 is installed in a p28 spec obd1 5 speed vtec ecu.
This has the boost by gear pwm components installed on it. Ready to tune! Covers painted a
black with blue flake. Looks nice. BestParts4U bestparts4u Search within store. Items On Sale.
This has the boost by gear components installed on it as well! Thanks for looking and check out
my other items for more great parts! Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a
shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request
shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code.
Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped
through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in
a new window or tab. There are 2 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 2.
Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time.
Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but
item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment
details. Payment methods. Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews See all 8
reviews. Worked perfectly on first try X Previous image. Best ecu on the market This allows a
whole new tune to be created X Previous image. Works for an 01 accord Runs my motor just
can't wait to get it tuned X Previous image. Nice Very cool X Previous image. Why is this review
inappropriate? Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not
available for this variation. Forums New posts Search forums Search images. Showcase New
items New comments Latest reviews Search showcase. Members Registered members Current
visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Image Searchâ€¦. New
posts. Search forums. Search images. Log in. Change style. Contact us. Close Menu. JavaScript
is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. Thread starter dc2turbo Start date Sep 7, First Prev 2 of 7 Go to page. How can you
run the turbo at 24psi and not exceed the torque limit? DeVries Yee Yee. DeVries said:. I cant
seem to find both TC Max boost options. It doesn't list those options when I go to a calibration
for my car. Mastergee Member. Same here for Canadian touring model. So i'm guessing it
doesn't really mather if those tables don't show up in ours. Mastergee said:. When looking at
the max torque tables, says don't go over nM, but i'm assuming this is to be protective. After
changing those tables I'm peaking out around 22psi. Rennokas Member. VitViper said:. We've
been running way higher power level's on the CVT than that for quite some time. Existing

customers should shoot me an email so I can update your CVT tunes as you deem fit! VitViper
Senior Member. Rennokas said:. What are the TQ numbers that you have been running? You
must log in or register to reply here. Member Posted Images. The ECU produces a square wave
at a fixed frequency and variable duty cycle. Applied to a solenoid, the impedance of the
solenoid results in a linear motion of the solenoid valve orifice. The wastegate is normally
connected so that manifold pressure acts on a diaphragm, so opening an exhaust bleed valve
the wastegate at a certain manifold pressure. With a boost controller, additional air pressure is
used on the other side 'the top' of the diaphragm, so that more manifold pressure is needed to
open the wastegate - so the engine makes more boost. By varying the amount of air pressure on
the 'top' side of the diaphragm with the solenoid, the ECU can control boost. Because the
solenoid can only add air pressure to hold the wastegate shut, the minimum boost is
determined by the wastegate spring pressure. Therefore you need to run a spring which gives
the minimum boost you want. The maximum boost is determined by many factors, but generally
will be times that of the minimum pressure. Test by datalogging. The duty cycle is recorded and
can be compared to the target tables. Any problems usually arise from the way the solenoid and
wastegate are connected - check these first. Do I need my existing manual or electronic boost
controller? No, the s boost control output replaces both types of boost controller. All you need
is the ECU modified and a boost control solenoid. How do I add the components to the ECU?
Either Hondata or your dealer can add the components to the ECU. The ECU components can
be installed by the dealers. Is this different from a quad stage boost controller? Yes, a quad
stage boost controller is actually four manual boost controllers. The duty cycle controlled
output is superior because it offers more settings two sets of five boost settings and is
compensated for air temperature to give a more consistent boost level. Not to mention it is
simpler, smaller, lighter and cheaper. Why set boost by gear, not speed? Assuming your aim is
to maximize acceleration, then you need to utilize as much of the tractive capacity of the front
tires as possible. The tractive capacity of the front tires is almost constant - it actually
decreases a little with speed as the tire footprint shrinks and with front end aerodynamic lift. In
order to provide a constant torque at the wheels to keep the tire at the peak tractive effort, two
things are obvious: 1. The engine should have as flat a torque curve as possible in the rev range
and 2. The engine should make more torque in each gear to offset the change in torque
multiplication from the engine to the tires when you shift gears. You cannot do this by speed or
rpm since this makes the torque output dependent on your shift point. By setting the boost level
in each gear you are in effect altering the engine torque level to obtain the same wheel torque
level, adjusted for inertial effects. If this all makes no sense to you then drive a high powered
vehicle with boost by gear and you will understand. What solenoid do I use? The solenoid and
wiring connector are the commonly available GM part numbers and Can I use other solenoids?
How do I wire up the solenoid? See the help topic in the SManager help file, or reference the
diagram below. How do I connect the solenoid to the wastegate? See the help topic in the
SManager help file, or reference the diagram above. How much boost can I make on a given
spring? It depends on exhaust back pressure, but generally times the spring value is possible.
The boost drops off at high rpm. Check where you have connected the pressure line for the
wastegate. It is best to use the manifold. The boost spikes. Your wastegate position may be
off-center or undersized. This does not include the cost of the solenoid. Dealers can purchase
the necessary components to enable Boost Control. Dealers sho
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uld contact Hondata to order these components. How does boost control work? Tuning Most
important: first set a boost limiter which is the maximum you wish to run, making sure you do
not set a limit that exceeds the limits of your map sensor. Record the boost without the boost
control solenoid in place. If you ever want to run less boost than the recorded value, replace the
spring and repeat. Record the boost level. Typically there should not be more than a 1 lb
increase from the baseline. Record the duty cycle and corresponding boost level. If the boost
spikes or falls off, check the solenoid plumbing. Enter the duty cycle and boost values into the
parameters 'Pressure vs Duty Cycle' table. This tells the ECU what duty cycle it needs to obtain
a certain manifold pressure. In the 'Boost by Gear' table enter your target boost for each gear.
Check your gear ratios are correct. For more information see the SManager help file. FAQ Do I
need my existing manual or electronic boost controller?

